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About This Game

Ray of Light - Horror game, the game takes place at night, the main character returns home after hard work, but the gasoline in
the car ends at the most inopportune moment. Forced to stop near an unfamiliar house, hoping to ask for some fuel for the car,

was completely absorbed by the horrors of darkness. Your every action has its consequences, be careful!
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Now you have access to a free DLC, where you are already in the role of a hunter! But do not assume that you are already
invulnerable, be careful and enjoy your hunt.

 Interesting Game Mechanics

 Сlear story and interesting moments
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 English voice of the main character and characters

 Beautiful graphics

 Simple control

 Two languages

The game challenges you, can you accept this challenge and not lose?
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Title: Ray of Light
Genre: Indie
Developer:
SAFING
Publisher:
SAFING
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Core i3-7300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950 / AMD Radeon R7 370

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1540 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0с

English,Russian
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Most immersive RTS in VR. Great graphics and solid game play. Good job devs!. awsome fun game. and the developers arre
working hard and fast on it. alot of updates and i notice they realy keep on fixing bugs and fast and releasing fast new contant.
cant wait how the game whil be in next 2 months.
for now i give it a nice 7/10 voor game self and a fat 10/10 for the dev's. This game is hilarious i just watch Robbaz play it im
laughing so hard after word so i download the game and it is still very funny
. Good tutorials, app easy to use. I'd recommend it to anyone making a 2D game.. Where I yet have no idea what to do with the
Space Marines, the Tau feel like they can play any number of roles from tanky\/smashy to sneaky\/snipey\/agile. Its
good\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665although the moment someone flanks you, you're dead. Decent balance, I
suppose.. Beware: This game crashed a lot for me making it difficult to make any meaningful progress. Your results may vary.

Essentially you're trapped inside some building and need to escape. But beware - traps are everywhere. Open the wrong door?
Too bad. Think that item might be useful and you need to pick it up? Oops!

If you're a fan of the Saw series then this game may be something you're into as it's heavily inspired by it. Crashing issues aside,
being a fan of the Saw films help push me towards recommending this title with hopes that the developer will patch it and have
it working properly because it is a pretty fun game.

Here is some of my initial gameplay (with horrible commentary):

https:\/\/youtu.be\/M-DL1JzZbrA. The story needs a lot of work. Its extremely dull and boring.
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not good wont work it just looks at the ground
. I really like this add-on, the scenarios are realistic and good. The sounds aregood along the coaches and DVT the 91 loco its
self is allright but could have one or two volume changes in the horn and other bits. I do suggest this for anyone who owns the
ECML London to peterbrough route I also suggest getting the class 365 NSE with it to add realism to quick drive.
There is a small bug in the reverser where it only goes to 13%. Overall a 7\/10 does need more AI and better soundson the 91
loco.. So... I picked this game up again recently, and decided to be a jerk and get everyone killed off. Somehow ended up
getting an achievement for still having everyone alive at the end of the story in spite of my efforts.

I failed at failing.

There's a handful of spots where taking just the right option can lead to weird disconnects between events (like when I cut the
enemy's arm off, removing their monosaber with my plasma cutter, then have to be careful because my chain knife I'm not
using isn't a match for the monosaber they don't have any more), but even with those rare moments, the writing is pretty good,
and every path through the story is interesting and unique.

If you're looking for something other than a choose your own adventure novel you can play on your PC, then you're definitely
looking in the wrong place, but if you like those stories, and want one with giant robots, this is a great story and it works well.. i
cant use it how i use this super characters. I die of thirst way too easily. There are not enough lakes. The wolf in the first
territory is way to powerful. The graphics are great, though and very emersive. Would not reccomend until changed.
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